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Gazing in the Grass 
Frank S. Rossi, Ph.D. 

Widespread heat continues to 
create intense abiotic stress for 
much of the Northeast US but 
especially along the I-95 corridor. 
Temperatures are expected to be 
slightly cooler this week, but in 
practical terms plants will see little 
relief except inland and higher 
elevations that will see evening lows 
into the upper 50s low 60s.  
Excess moisture is increasingly 
adding stress to already stressed 
turf areas. Recently, short intense 
high volume bursts of rainfall that settle and accumulate in low spots, followed by bright sunny 
skies and warm temperatures invariably has lead to scalding (inset picture). Water creates an 
anaerobic environment that inhibits normal gas exchange and warms more rapidly due to 
higher heat capacity than air. Consequently the submerged plants experience lethal heat and 
anoxic (lack of oxygen) stress. Additionally plants adjacent to the scalded area are rooted in 
warm wet soils that will add enough stress for “secondary" issues such as anthracnose, brown 
patch, and Pythium to exploit weakened turf. Under excessive moisture conditions, fungal 
issues are modulated by temperature, not inhibited. Therefore, expect intense pressure from 
fungal pathogens and expect algae to develop in thin turf areas that will lead to further decline. 
Finer textured soils with high percentages of silt and clay particles will be prone to compaction 
under the excess moisture conditions and will be difficult to manage. Aggressive approaches to 
restricting and rotating traffic are warranted due to the high risk of turf thinning from wear and 
confounding soil compaction. Sports turf managers with synthetic turf available for use would 
be wise to move sports traffic to those surfaces. Maintenance on very wet soils should be 
restricted to the driest areas to avoid rutting and shearing associated with turning. If mowing is 
restricted consider raising the height of cut when able to return to mowing to avoid stimulating 
excessive growth that results from warm wet soils. If Nitrogen fertilizer has been applied 
recently expect significant release and stimulation of top growth.  

Normally this would be an ideal time to begin renovating turf areas in the Northeast. This is still 
an acceptable practice as it can capitalize on any favorable weather with the the following 
caveats: if soil is saturated wait until surface 1-2” dry, avoid aggressive soil amending at this time 
to avoid damaging soil structure, use disease resistant improved turfgrass species and varieties 
especially for gray leaf spot (GLS), and request fungicide treated seed (Apron-treatment) to 
reduce risk associated with seed bed Pythium.  

 

Week 3 :
April 12, 2004
Weather
More Cold and Wet!
Check out the latest weather data at:
 http://www.nrcc.cornell.edu/grass.html
Last Week
• Temperatures: Warmer to north 3 above norm, South and Coast 6 below norm.
• GDD: since March 1st,< 10 for week, <30 region-wide. Full 1 week behind normal.
• 2" Soil Temperatures under sod: Mid-upper 40’s, some Hi’s in low 50’s.
• ET: 0.1"- 0.3" regionwide
• Precipitation: Coastal NewEng >4", LI, WestMA WestCT >2", 0.5-1" for the rest.

This Week.
• Weather Forecast for the Coming Week: Another cold and wet week with some storms

in excess of 2" especially along the coast. West part of region will be driest. Temps
for the week will be Hi in the 40-50’s, lo 30-40’s still some sporadic frost.

Around the Region
• Western and Central NY: Things on hold with cold weather, reports of mole/vole

damage. Some winter injury to Holly’s and Budlea. Greenhouse problems with
Downy Mildew on Impatience.

• Capital District: Poa trivialis invading lawn, snow mold damage slow to recover.
• North Country: Animal activity raising grub concern, mole damage.
• LI: Cold wet conditions slowing recovery. Many athletic fields with poor drainage are

suffering.

Gazing in the Grass with Frank S. Rossi, Ph.D.
Black or Green Sand? : Severe winter injury on golf courses and athletic fields have

motivated many to look for options for recovery. A new technique developed by
Professor George Hamilton at Penn State University has been the use of dark sand
to accelerate surface warming and thereby spur recovery. Black and green dyed and
undyed white topdressing sand was applied at 800 lbs. per 1000 square feet on
February 18. Spring color and surface temperature ratings were collected in early
April 2002. Color ratings were highest for black and green with no significant
difference between the two. The same held true for the surface temperature where
black and green sand were 3 to 5 degrees warmer than untreated or white sand. In
fact, green sand had the highest surface temperature than black on some rating
dates. Hamilton states that a few degrees increase in surface temperature can relate
to a multiple week advance in spring temps.

The Dog Days of Summer are Here Early. Be precise with practices

Week Sixteen at a Glance! Week 16 July 17,  2006

ForeCast
Heat stress will be high for most of the region as we enter a “dog day” period when the 

temps and humidity very high. A warm and dry period will bring some of the disease 

risk down for some areas except those driven by temp

Gazing in the Grass
The consistent reports about poorly rooted turf suggests we are in for another month of 

turf stress. This will require a number of management factors to be as precise as 

possible, especially on high value, intensely managed turf. be sure your mower blade 

and reel units are well sharpened and properly adjusted to avoid excessive tearing of the 

leaf tissue that will increase turf water loss and put even more pressure on the turf.

 Insect Update
Most reports indicate that supts are actively treating areas and keeping populations 

under control. However, even in study areas that are not being treated populations are 

very low and we are not sure why.

Weather & Pest Predictions
Available in pictures on-line at
http://www.nrcc.cornell.edu/grass/ 
Temperature:  A normal week for most of the region with most areas 

within 1 to 3 degrees of normal temp. Significant heat stress recorded 

for most the region especially in the I-95 corridor.

Base 50 GDD:  The DC area saw 170 last week and has 1800 to 2000 

for the season. About 160 in NJ, most of LI and SE PA.  Central LI 

has a seasonal accumulation of about 1300. In southern New England 

about 140 last week and about 120 in a big part of upstate NY. These 

areas have about 800-1000 GDD so far this season.  Seasonal 

accumulations are  within a half of a week of normal with coastal 

areas slightly ahead and northern and interior areas slightly behind. 

ET:  LOTS! most areas 1-1.25”.

Precipitation:  Spotty rainfall with most areas getting between 0.5 

and 1” in the Tues-Wed timeframe last week. NYC/LI, West and 

Central NY 1-2”. This has lead to continued high disease risk 

especially anthracnose and brown patch in the coastal areas and I-95 

corridor.

2 inch soil temps:  In the north, lows in the mid 60’s and highs in the 

mid 70’s. South lows in the mid 80’s and highs in low 90’s.

ForeCast
Heat stress will be high for most of the region as we enter a “dog 

day” period when the temps and humidity very high.

Disease Forecast: A warm and dry period will bring some of the 

disease risk down for some areas except those driven by temp and 

humidity, notably brown patch and Pythium. Dollar spot models all 

predicting low risk for the coming week.

Weather Forecast:  A ridge will set up over the east and will bring the 

dog days of summer in a little early this year, i.e., before August when 

they usually arrive. Temps will be 8 to 10 degrees above normal into 

Tues with highs well into the 90’s Lows will be in the upper 60’s at 

night (about 8 above for normal lows. A showery period moves in 

Tues-Wed as we enter the longer range forecast of normal temps and 

wet conditions. 

Regional Observations
Western NY: Many areas dormant and dry.

Central  NY: Most areas look good. Some sports fields with anthracnose 

and leafspots diagnosed.

Westchester: Tornado hits Westchester 

County in the Valhalla area bringing down 

many trees and disrupting power for a few 

days. (see pic)

EastLI: Slime mold diagnosed on a lawn 

from the hot and humid weather. An organic 

landscape firm reported some herbicide 

injury to a clients lawn.

Sports Turf Update
Joann Gruttadaurio
Scalded Turf: Rainfall in Western NY has given turf a good growth 

spurt. In the Hudson Valley region 

frequent downpours and copious 

amounts of rain over the past two weeks 

have caused damaged turf due to rain 

water collecting in low areas and not 

being removed before the sun and higher 

temps hit. Overseeding these areas may 

ShortCUTT July 17, 2006" 1
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ): 
Last week I received several calls from new customers looking for an estimate for 
renovating their lawn that has been inundated with crabgrass. Many of these lawns 
are over 60% crabgrass. What happened and what can I offer clients?  
Crabgrass populations have been extremely high throughout the Northeast this season. It is the 
largest widespread infestation the area has experienced in at least five years (memories are 
short on these issues). Most unprotected turfgrass areas have significant levels of infestation 
causing many DIY’ers to simply “mow what you’ve got” and consequently have predominantly 
“crabgrass-lawns”.  For areas that did receive preemergence herbicides very early in the season, 
it appears many are breaking down and allowing crabgrass to invade, especially in the recent 
surge of moisture that did not help already weakened turf. The best protection came from well-
timed May applications and in some cases split applications of preemergence products as often 
recommended under high pressure. Plants are now well beyond effective control with available 
herbicides in NY and most mowed crabgrass plants are not flowering aggressively at this time. 
There are options for renovation. There is an argument for immediately scalping the lawn to 
the soil surface, lightly vertical mow (dethatcher) to cut any rooted stolons growing along the 
surface, remove the debris and seed into exposed soil with a disease resistant perennial 
ryegrass or tall fescue at seed rates at the high end of the range (6-8 lbs per 1000). If you can 
purchase the seed treated with Apron for Pythium and other damping off issues that is ideal, 
otherwise in the current conditions apply a fungicide for protection applied when seedlings 
begin to emerge and soil can withstand traffic. Delaying renovation until some cooler, drier air 
arrives in the next few weeks consider a selective herbicide before crabgrass flowers, the follow 
the same guide as above, including some disease control id conditions persist into September. 
 
Is Round-up a Carcinogen Worth $298 Million? 
A California jury recommended awarding a school 
grounds staff member $298 million dollars in damages 
stemming from what was described as “responsible use 
of the product-Round-up”. This raises some very 
challenging questions for the green industry around the 
world. A significant percentage of the industry utilizes 
Round-up for vegetation control in difficult to maintain 
areas with few viable alternatives. When reviewing the 
information available as of this writing, the ruling 
appeared to rely heavily on a recent International 
Agency for Research on Cancer of the World Health 
Organization study that concluded there was 
“significant evidence of carcinogenicity [of Round-up]”. 
Interestingly the US EPA concluded in 1991 that there 
was evidence of non-carcinogenicity in humans reversing a 1985 decision that it was a possible 
carcinogen. Again court transcripts to date have not revealed the exact nature of the arguments 
or the prejudicial impact of the cancer-stricken worker testifying on the stand attempting to 
recall his regular handling of the material. Furthermore, Bayer that recently purchased 
Monsanto experienced a 10 percent drop in its stock prices the day after the ruling was 
announced.  For an excellent review of the toxicology and epidemiology of the IARC Study that 
claimed carcinogenicity see https://plantoutofplace.com/2018/08/glyphosate-and-cancer-
revisited/. You can also find the IARC report at http://www.iarc.fr/en/media-centre/
iarcnews/pdf/MonographVolume112.pdf

 


